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SANTA FE ART INSTITUTE
presents

Gronk

Lecture, Discussion, & Mural Making: November 7 & 8, 2003

Santa Fe Art Institute is pleased to host three special events with Gronk, an acclaimed performer, painter,
muralist, and set designer. Gronk will lead an informal lunchtime lecture on Friday, November 7. On
Saturday, November 8, Gronk will work with Santa Fe schoolchildren to create a mural. Mural making will
be followed by a public presentation of the mural and a discussion among the participants. These events are
organized in collaboration with Price-Dewey Galleries. 

During the informal lecture at SFAI from 12 to 1 on Friday, to which attendees are welcome to bring lunch,
Gronk will discuss his wide-ranging projects in a variety of mediums. The one-day mural-making workshop
with Santa Fe schoolchildren will take place on Saturday, November 8 from 9 am to 3 pm in William
Lumpkins’ studio at SFAI. The public is welcome to view the mural as it is being created. Audiences will also
have the opportunity to come to the public presentation of the mural, which will take place at 4 pm and will
include a discussion with Gronk and the young artists about the mural-making process. 

Born and raised in East Los Angeles, Gronk has become one of the best-known Latino artists of his genera-
tion. From his beginnings as a street performer, he has evolved into an internationally known painter, whose
work is influenced by hieroglyphics, street graffiti, B-movies, and pulp fiction. Gronk’s most famous canvas
persona is “La Tormenta,” the faceless diva who has recently become the centerpiece of Gronk’s critically
acclaimed, technology-driven painting/performance collaboration with the Kronos Quartet. Gronk is cur-
rently involved in set design for such venues as the Los Angeles Opera and the Los Angeles Philharmonic.
He has had acclaimed exhibitions at Los Angeles County Museum, the Mexican Museum in San Francisco,
and the National Hispanic Cultural Center in Albuquerque. Gronk is also deeply involved in working with
children and teens. At the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art, Gronk collaborated with at-risk,
inner-city schoolchildren to create a mural that has since become part of that museum’s permanent collec-
tion. From October 29 to December 10, Gronk will be the subject of Codex: Gronk, a one-man exhibition
featuring five years of new work, which will be presented at Price-Dewey Galleries in Santa Fe. 

All events are free. For more information, please call Santa Fe Art Institute at 505-424-5050. To inquire
about the exhibition Codex: Gronk, please contact Price-Dewey Galleries at 505-982-8632. Santa Fe Art
Institute is located at 1600 St. Michael’s Drive, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505. 
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